Human speech-like noise (HSLN) is a kind of bubble noise generated by superimposing independent speech signals typically more than one thousand times. Since the basic feature of HSLN varies from that of overlapped speech to Stationary noise with keeping long time spectra in the same shape, we investigate perceptual discrimination of speech from stationary noise and its acoustic correlates using HSLN of various numbers of superposition. First we confirm the perceptual score, i.e. how much the HSLN sounds like stationary noise, and that the number of superposition of HSLN is proportional by subjective tests. Then, we show that the amplitude distribution of difference signal of HSLN approaches the Gaussian distribution from the Gamma distribution as the number of superposition increases. The other subjective test to perceive three HSLN of different dynamic characteristics clarifys that the temporal change of spectral envelope plays an important roll in discriminating speech from noise.
ABSTRACT
Human speech-like noise (HSLN) is a kind of bubble noise generated by superimposing independent speech signals typically more than one thousand times. Since the basic feature of HSLN varies from that of overlapped speech to Stationary noise with keeping long time spectra in the same shape, we investigate perceptual discrimination of speech from stationary noise and its acoustic correlates using HSLN of various numbers of superposition. First we confirm the perceptual score, i.e. how much the HSLN sounds like stationary noise, and that the number of superposition of HSLN is proportional by subjective tests. Then, we show that the amplitude distribution of difference signal of HSLN approaches the Gaussian distribution from the Gamma distribution as the number of superposition increases. The other subjective test to perceive three HSLN of different dynamic characteristics clarifys that the temporal change of spectral envelope plays an important roll in discriminating speech from noise.
INTRODUCTION
Although detecting a human speech signal is one of the center functions of the human auditory system, automatic speech detection is still a difficulr problem in various speech applications [I]. The most imponant issue in automatic speech detection is the robusmess to the background noise or, in other words, how to design disCriminurive measure of speech from other sounds. From that point of view, it is needed to investigate not only the acoustic features of speech but also that of speech like noise.
We proposed Human Speech Like Noise (HSLN) as a bubble noise of more than one thousand times of superimposing [2] for the purpose of evaluation of noise robust spectral measures. HSLN has the important characteristic that by increasing the number of superposition, its basic feature changes from that of ovalapped speech to stationary noise, although they both have similar long term spectra. Hence it is expected that we can find discriminative speech features by investigating HSLN.
The purposes of this paper are, thus, summarized as three points; 1)
clarify that relationship beween perceptual impressions of HSLN and the number of superposition, 2) find static and dynamic meas u m that correspond to the change of perceptual impressions, and 3) confirm the effectiveness.of using above measures for speech detection.
In section 2, the results of 21 subjective test to find the critical number of superposition to discriminate overlapped speech from stationary noise will be described. In section 3 and 4, we will search for the physical measurement which highly correlates with perceptual impression of HSLN from the viewpoints of higher order statistics of amplitude distributions (section 3) and short time spectral change (section 4). Speech detectiton experiments combining static and dynamic measures are discus!red in Section 5.
. PERCEPTION OF HUMAN SPEECH
:LIKE NOISE
Generating BBLN
The HSLN used for tests are generated as follows. 2): Randomly select a phnlse speech chunk and concatenate it to form a long speech patch file.
1)
3): Add : V speech segments; of L second length by folding the long speech patch file in every 1, second length. Superposition is done by adding A-signals in Aoat precision followed by a power n o dization. Finally, HSLN are rounded 10 short (1 6 bit) data for DIA conversion.
Subjective Test
In order to investigate the critical number of superposition to discriminate overlapped speech from stationary noise, subjective tests were performed. In the tesfs, subjects selected the perceptual impression,of the HSLN of different numbers of superposition from the four choices below. (1) sounds like overlapped speech. The conditions of the tests are summarized in Table 1. and speech is dominant. and noise is dominant.
The obtained results illustrated in Figure 2 shows that the averaged perceptual score is proportional to the number of superposition. Although there is no discontinuity in changing the perceptual score, it can be observed that the HSLN of more than 256 times superposition is perceived as stationary noise and that of less than 64 times is perceived as overlapped speech.
HIGHER ORDER STATISTICS OF

HSLN
It is well known that the amplitude distribution of speech follows Gamma distribution. In the case of HSLN of higher number superposition, however, amplitude dismbution is expected to be a Gaussian because of the central limit thorem. It, therefore, makes sense that the higher order statistics of amplitude dismbudon of HSLN is a good cue of discriminating stationary noise from overlapped speech. As for the higher order statistics we calculated range where the number of superposition is greater than 256. The fact that the statics of the difference signal better corresponds to the subjective test suggests that the temporal structure plays an important role in perceiving speech.
TEMPORAL STRUCTURE OF HSLN
In this section, we will discuss the speech feature in HSLN from the standpoint of temporal structure. Since dynamic features of speech can be separated into dynamics of spectral envelope, fine structure of spectra and power, we remove one of the three dynamics from HSLN to test how iu perceptual impression changes. Therefore the three test signals below are generated.
( 1) The signal which obtained by removing the long term averaged spectral envelope from a HSLN. The residual signal of a 32 order LPC analysis of 3 seconds of HSLN is used as the test signal.
( 2 ) The signal which is obtained by removing the short term spectral envelope from a HSLN. ?he test signal is a series of residual signals of 32 order LPC analyses on the windowed speech. The length of the window is 30 milliseconds, the period of the window is 10 milliseconds and the type of the window is Hamming. Using the above three test signals of HSLN of 32 to 256 superposition, the same subjective tests are performed as of Section 2. The obtained results are illustrated in Figure 3 . In signal ( 1 ) and ( 3 ) , the perceptual score is still proportional to the number of SUperposition. On the other hand, signal ( 2 ) is not perceived as h u m speech even in the lower number of superposition. From these results, it can be concluded that the speech features in HSLN Two different frames are used for calculating static and dynamic index. A three second long rectangular window is used for Kun whereas a thirty millisecond long Hamming window is used for calculating 18 cepsmm coefficients through LPC analysis of order 16. The frame rate of both frames is ten milliseconds. The deltacepst" vectors are calculated using the adjacent five frames and the noms of the vectors are averaged over 61 frames to obtain the dynamic parameter D(t).
Since the number of detected frames changes up to the detection threshold, performance in detecting speech is evaluated by the detection rate (the ratio of the number of correctly detccted speech frames and the number of the total frames detected as speech) when the identification rate (the ratio of the number of correctly detected speech frames and the number of speech frames included in the test signal) equals to 95 9 ' 0 .
The obtained results are illustrated in Figure 4 
SUMMARY
HSLN is investigated in order to find a physical measurement inherent feature of a speech signal. As a static parameter, Kurt of the difference signal of HSW is found to be related with perceptual score. The importance of temporal change of the spectral envelope is also found by the other subjective test. The performance of speech detection is improved by combing static parameters (Kurt of the difference signal) with dynamic parameters (averaged norm of delta-cepsr"). The importance of both feature is also confirmed from the results of the speech detection experiment.
HSLNSAMPLES
In the ICSLP 96 CD-ROM, we put the human speech-like noise used in this study. The file names of the HSLNs from 1 to 4096 superposition are shown in Table 2 . 
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